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Introduction
Costa-Gavras and microhistoriography:
the case of Amen. (2002)
Homer B. Pettey

I think the next step for the cinema will be to go to that new kind of film, one
which tries to explain the historical situation and all the connections which lead to
that kind of history.
Costa-Gavras1
Exactness – accuracy – is impossible, given the time and space in which historical
events take place and the time a film has available. But faithfulness to the ethic, to
the human meaning, to the social significance of the historical events depicted in a
film is absolutely necessary.
Costa-Gavras2

The political dimensions of Costa-Gavras’s films constitute the main body of
criticism and analysis about this world-renowned auteur and his cinematic agenda.
Grounding Costa-Gavras’s films within a historical context also opens up the
kind of dialogue with history that the director desires. Both approaches remain
necessary for uncovering the meaning of his melodramatic narratives of personal,
emotional history. Additionally, Costa-Gavras experiments with cinematic forms
in order to present new perspectives on historical moments of totalitarian grabs,
and methods, for maintaining ideological power. Many of his best-known films
rely upon adaptations of actual events, often by reinterpreting romans à clef, such
as Vassilikos’s retelling of the assassination of the Greek socialist Lambrakis in Z,
culling from journalistic accounts, such as in Missing, or Dan Mitrione’s kidnapping
and death by Uruguayan guerrillas in State of Siege, reframing autobiography, such
as Artur London’s The Confession, or the director’s own interpretation of conflicts,
as in Hanna K., The Music Box, and the American neo-Nazi group The Order in
Betrayed. Costa-Gavras addresses fundamental historical events in the twentieth
century through the plight of individuals willing to stand up to totalitarian regimes
in fascist Second World War Europe, Communist Cold War Eastern Europe,
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dictatorial South America, and the capitalist West. In essence, Costa-Gavras stands
out as a cinematic historiographer, one whose emphasis lies more in creating
narrative than in sustaining ideology.
In 1976, James Monaco aptly revealed how American criticism of Costa-Gavras’s
films placed them in conventional political camps, left, right, and center or rightliberal or left-liberal, with Monaco applying an older, more exacting positioning
of liberal than in today’s media rhetoric. Left criticism scorns Costa-Gavras for
bourgeois filmic elements that rely upon traditional Hollywood genres, such as
melodrama and film noir, but which do not engage in extreme New Wave revolutionary experimentation. Criticism from the right, at least in the mid-1970s,
remained a strongly conservative condemnation of political content of the films.
Most critics, for Monaco, landed in the center political position, those who viewed
the films as ultimately failures:
The liberal esthetic is a Catch-22 for films like Costa-Gavras’s. The objections almost
always take one of two forms: in the first of these, the critic reads into the film an
ideology, then censures the film for being ideological. What is understood but never
stated explicitly is that it is a particular ideology that is found distasteful. In other
words, films that have an ideology the critic agrees with are not ideological, but films
that exhibit an ideology the critic does not agree with are subject to this censure. It
is this logical subterfuge that makes liberal centrist criticisms more insidious than the
clearly ideological objections from the right.
The second basic form of objection from the liberal viewpoint is really just a
reversal of the first. Instead of discovering the ‘quality’ of ideology in the film, the
critic discovers the lack of esthetic qualities. Thus the film is condemned as being not
‘real’ enough, or not ‘sophisticated’ or ‘complicated’ enough, and therefore a failure.3

What critics misunderstood, according to Costa-Gavras, was his reconstruction
of the historical narrative, taking a historiographical shift away from ideology per
se. Such a move can be found in Costa-Gavras’s choice for the narrative perspective
of Z, not the leftist martyr Gregory Lambrakis, but a rightist judge investigating
the case: ‘I wanted to study the mechanics. And the investigating judge was truly
an incredible character. At any point he was free to halt his investigation. He was
quite crucial to the exposé of the police. He was a man of the Right, a man of
the Establishment, but he was an honest man.’ಟ4 Even Cinéaste took a left-leaning
critical reaction to the portrayal of Lambrakis’s murderer as being a homosexual,
to which Costa-Gavras explained, ‘His homosexuality was important because it
was the factor that made him a lackey of the police. He was a victim himself.’ಟ5
The same historiographical shift occurs in State of Siege, in which Costa-Gavras
avoided focusing on political ideology of the pro-Guevara movement, the Tupamaros
who kidnap and eventually murder American police-torture advisor Dan Mitrione.
Instead, he wanted to focus on what that situation revealed about neocolonialism,
about the Mitriones still to come, rather than the precise type of neo-Marxist
and quite vague revolutionary rhetoric of the Uruguayan National Liberty
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Movement. Once again, Costa-Gavras thwarted critics left, right, and center by
reconfiguring the narrative, not to fit presumed ideologies, but rather to create
a new historical narrative, one seeking a larger truth: ‘Personally, I’m very suspicious
of these ideologies, or at least the approach to them, how they are translated.’ಟ6
The advertisement for Amen. met with considerable publicity of its own,
because the Christian cross appeared to morph into a Nazi swastika, a much more
daring symbolic association than even the keffiyehs atop a cross for a pro-Palestine
conference. Costa-Gavras defended this image because ‘elle correspond au problème
posé par le film’ (it corresponds to the problem posed by the film).7 Ivan Rioufol
in Le Figaro castigated this advertisement and revealed the predicament for the
Church:
Une injure. L’affiche représente la superposition de la croix gammée et de la croix
chrétienne. Jamais l’Eglise, qui en a entendu beaucoup, n’avait été sans doute si
violemment insultée. Doit-elle encore tendre l’autre joue? Les évêques, qui ont jugé
l’image ‘inacceptable’ ne porteront pas plainte. Entre la liberté d’expression et le
respect des croyances, la hiérarchie religieuse veut éviter la confrontation judiciaire.
Mais sa prudence peut être comprise comme un manque de courage.8
[An insult. The poster represents the superimposition of the swastika and the Christian
cross. Never has the Church, which has heard a lot, without doubt been so violently
insulted. Should she turn the other cheek? The bishops, who judged the image
‘unacceptable’, will not complain. Between the freedom of expression and the respect
for beliefs, the religious hierarchy wants to avoid a legal confrontation. But its prudence
may be seen as a lack of courage.]

An association of Catholic traditionalists (L’Agrif), however, did bring suit
before the first judicial tribunal in Paris, requesting that the advertisement for
Amen. be banned, because the episcopal council of France and others deemed it
‘odious’, a ‘gratuitous offense’, and a ‘defamation to the respect of all Christians’.9
President of the tribunal Jean-Claude Magendie rejected the injunction to ban
the advertisement in his order, stating that L’Agrif had viewed the message within
the advertisement with a closed interpretation (‘lecture fermée’). Instead, Magendie
offered an open interpretation (‘lecture ouverte’) that it was not the imposition of
the swastika on the cross, but rather the ‘rehumanizing’ cross and its values placed
upon that brutal totalitarian regime. Moreover, the Nazi swastika in the poster
remained ‘incomplete’.10 In an ironic turn, then, Costa-Gavras, like his film’s
protagonists, faced religious and institutional intolerance, and his own filmic
microhistory played out a new narrative of freedom of interpretation of the past.
Amen. serves as a relevant case in point that illustrates Costa-Gavras’s cinematic
microhistoriography. Costa-Gavras takes on the Holocaust from a cinematic
historiographic perspective, one that relies upon the transmediation of Rolf
Hochhuth’s play The Deputy (1963) to film narrative, and imagistically providing
filmic discovery of the atrocities of Nazism and the complicity of the Roman
Catholic Church. His intention was not to film the play, but rather to present a
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microhistory of the Final Solution. Unlike in the play, Pope Pius XII is a background
figure, since Costa-Gavras desires another form of history: not institutional, not
a grand narrative, but a history that comes about through visual enactment of
personal reactions. In this effort to combine narrative and image, Costa-Gavras
interprets the conflicting political and theological reactions of those confronted
with the horrors of the Final Solution. Hence, Amen. presents a fictional, dramatic,
and yet realistic account of the gassing of the supposedly sub-humans, the mentally
afflicted, Gypsies, and Jews from Germany and any of the Nazi-conquered regions
of Europe. This approach to Holocaust history does not provide a wide-sweep
of diaspora, migrations, or even colonization; instead, Amen. makes the social and
religious the personal by concentrating on the movements and reactions of the
two protagonists, a Protestant SS officer Kurt Gerstein (Ulrich Tukur) and an
Italian Catholic priest, Riccardo Fontana (Mathieu Kassovitz).
Gerstein was an actual participant in the Zyklon B death campaigns of the
Third Reich, but tried to stall efforts and to report this evil to ministers and
the Vatican, hence, becoming a spy for God. Fontana is Hochhuth’s fictional
guise for Father Maximilian Kolbe, a Polish Franciscan friar and ‘Inmate No.
16670’ of Auschwitz, to whom the play was dedicated. For hiding Jews in his
monastery, Gestapo agents arrested Kolbe and transported him to Auschwitz.
When a prisoner escaped, the commandant SS Hauptsturmführer Karl Fritzsch
ordered ten prisoners to be placed in the starvation bunker, naked and without
water, as examples. One of the prisoners, F. Gajowniczek, had a wife and children,
so Father Kolbe offered himself in the man’s stead. In the agony of this starvation
hell in Auschwitz, Kolbe maintained his duties as a priest by consoling the others
and by upsetting the SS, who ‘could not endure Kolbe’s gaze’ and finally killed
him with an injection.11 Hence, Kolbe’s recognition, quite ironically by Pius XII,
in 1955 as a servant of God.
As Costa-Gavras explained about the choice to deviate from The Deputy: ‘Our
main decision was to focus on the two characters, Kurt Gerstein and Father
Fontana. At the beginning I said to Jean-Claude that the Pope should become a
secondary character because everything is said about the Pope. The important
thing for us was to say that the Pope was silent about the extermination of the
Jews.’ಟ12 In essence, the panorama of Second World War history becomes condensed
into a private metahistory, rife with detailed evidence of the gassings throughout
the Nazi empire, first-hand accounts of the slaughter and brutality of the camps,
and a personal counter-narrative to propagandist and diplomatic reports. Moreover,
Amen. offers a teleological history, one that inexorably propels the constructors
of this metanarrative to resigning themselves to their own final solution.
In keeping with the general chronology of the Nazi pogroms of euthanasia,
Amen. begins within the milieu of Aryanism, with a parade of civilian Hitler
supporters and Hitler youth, Swastika-flags waving and heil-saluting bystanders,
all being curiously observed from the top of institutional wall by a group of
mentally retarded Germans. The camera then follows these individuals through
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their removal to a medical facility, their codification, and processing, their being
stripped naked, and finally their execution by exposure to carbon monoxide gas.
Eugenics served a twisted logic of Nazi scapegoating for the purposes of Aryan
racial purity, which was first tried out at an asylum for the mentally ill at Mogilev
near Minsk in 1941.13 Gerstein’s own niece was among this group of victims.
Her death and the resultant preposterous official explanation propel him to seek
out answers to such horrible deaths. This first scene of involuntary death serves
as the mise en abyme of Amen. for the thematic horrors of the Final Solution.
Even more so, this scene foreshadows the voluntary deaths of Father Fontana and
Gerstein at the film’s conclusion.
Unable to convince the Church of the Nazi atrocities against Jews and Catholic
Jewish converts, Fontana volunteers to wear the yellow star and to submit, along
with deported Roman Jews, to his own sacrificial death in Auschwitz. Equally
unable to convince German Protestants and Vatican officials to act against the
Nazi Holocaust, Gerstein, after the war, finds himself unable to convince allied
forces of the scope of the Final Solution. He commits suicide before his war
crimes trial as an act of atonement for his own guilt during the Final Solution.
Before the mass genocide of Jews began in Europe, the Nazis had already
commenced racial hygiene, particularly of the mentally retarded, then mentally
disabled adults, as part of Aktion T4, a ‘euthanasia’ pogrom of fall 1939. Ridding
Nazi society of the not useful, the non-Ayrans with hereditary defects, through
Aktion T4 required the killing of infants born with physical ailments, then mentally
retarded children, such as those with Down Syndrome, and finally included adults
with physical, mental, or psychological disabilities, which essentially meant any
person who needed state assistance either through prolonged stays at hospitals,
nursing homes, or in institutions. Their eradication took the shocking and horrid
form of carbon monoxide gassing, at first in death vans with hoses run from the
exhaust through the wall, a process taking as long as half an hour to complete.
The opening executions of Amen. re-enact this eugenic brutality. As the Nazis
demanded more ‘euthanasia’, the vans became less efficient and larger physical
plants needed to be constructed; they still employed the carbon monoxide method
of murder.Victims underwent a farcical examination, had their photographs taken,
a number marked on their backs for later identification, before being ushered,
some 40–60 into cramped rooms with a pipe through which gas would enter.
Often physicians would invite other people present to observe the gassing through
a window:
According to reports, the patients generally fell into a sort of stupor before collapsing
or falling from the benches. But some of them, who realized that they were being
murdered, screamed, raged, and beat their fists against the walls and doors in sheer
terror of death.14 The Final Solution required the nefarious modern efficiency of
Nazi Germany in order to perform such heinous and extreme form of mass murders:
Nazi violence could only be so extreme precisely because it was so modern. To
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accomplish it needed the planners and orchestrators in a multiplicity of state and
party offices; it needed the academics … who put their intelligence and abilities to
working out how to ‘de-judify’ (their expression) cities such as Warsaw and Cracow;
it needed the data collectors using punch-card machines as a more efficient way of
compiling lists of victims; it needed doctors at the forefront of their profession prepared
to engage in the most vile of medical experiments in the interest of scientific progress;
it needed the chemists of the Degesch company to produce Zyklon B, first for disinfection, then for human extermination; and it needed the engineers of Topf and Sons,
Erfurt, who could design to order the Auschwitz gas chambers and crematoria.15

In Amen., most of these camp figures remain in the background, since the
nefarious details initially unfold through Gerstein’s witnessing of the nightmare
of Auschwitz. Auschwitz held the distinction of being the first camp to employ
Zyklon B, first for killing Russian prisoners of war, then to eradicate Jews.16 Until
this point in the war, Gerstein’s role in Amen. had remained as a purification
expert, the SS engineer in charge of providing sterile drinking water to soldiers in
the field, and the one capable of ridding barracks of lice and other vermin with
the use of Zyklon B pellets. Costa-Gavras includes one particularly disturbing
scene in close-ups of Gerstein among SS officers at Auschwitz witnessing by
turns at peepholes the first mass execution of Jews with Zyklon B. On this day,
the officers witness the elimination of ‘400 units’, a bureaucratic euphemism
sustained as Gerstein later learns of Hitler’s demand for the elimination 10–12
million ‘units’ in Europe by 1948. As the SS officers observe the death throes,
they also feel the door of the gas chamber occasionally push outward due to the
inmates pounding for release. Costa-Gavras includes the low-rumbling sound of
train wheels on a track, with the moment of death accompanied by the sound of
a train brake squealing to halt. Gerstein looks into the peephole and immediately
jumps back, but tries to hide his dread and panic. After taking his turn at the
peephole, the Doctor (Ulrich Mühe) remarks with mild surprise: ‘It’s rather
horrible.’
Never once does Costa-Gavras show these monstrous exterminations; instead,
the camera reveals Gerstein’s close-up reactions to these murders and in long
shots shows what Gerstein sees of the disposal of bodies, often in burning mass
graves, in the distance. Costa-Gavras’s treatment of the Nazis goes counter to
usual representations in Hollywood and European cinema: ‘Another decision we
made was not to show the horrors of the concentration camps and not to show
the Germans like we’ve seen them in so many movies – goose-stepping, heelclicking, shouting “Heil Hitler”, and all that – but to show them as human beings
like everybody else.’ಟ17
After the mass murders, bodies were routinely burned, while some brains
were sent to universities for research on heredity. Certification of death and cynical
condolences were sent to families of the murdered victims, usually in a form
letter that stated that the son, daughter, or relative died on a specific date from
influenza or another fatal disease, and the body was cremated in order to avoid
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Figure 1.1

Close-up of Gerstein (Ulrich Tukur) witnessing Zyklon B gassing of Jews

the spread of disease. Such an official note arrives about Gerstein’s niece. Of
course, the Nazis knew that reports of large numbers of death would arouse
suspicion, so they created Absteckabteilung (Equalization Department), ‘so that the
death would be registered in a facility different from the one at which it had
actually occurred’.18
While tens of thousands died under Aktion T4, Hitler had to suspend the
operation entirely because of Bishop Clement August, Count von Galen of Münster,
whose sermons denounced these mass killings of mentally challenged children
and adults through the program of radical eugenics against ‘useless eaters’, as the
Nazis dismissively referred to these patients.19 In a sermon in August 1941, Bishop
Galen denounced the Nazis for criminal murder and demanded the prosecution
of the physicians for murder:
Once humans were treated like machines or animals that were no longer useful, there
was no way of being sure where the killing would stop. Even invalids, cripples and
wounded soldiers could no longer feel sure of their lives. Who could have confidence
in a physician once doctors sanctioned and participated in the slaying of those deemed
unproductive? Woe unto the German people, Galen declared, when innocents not
only could be killed, but their slayers remain unpunished.20

Bishop von Galen’s attacks on eugenics, however, were clearly directed at policies
that did not include Jews. In reality, these words indicated an ambiguous stance by
the bishop toward the treatment of Jews, who remain unnamed in his castigations
of racism under the Nazi regime. Like Pius XII, von Galen saw the greatest threat
to Europe and Christianity coming from Communism or Bolshevism, which for
the German propaganda machine were synonymous with Jew. Bishop van Galen
cited Hitler’s Mein Kampf in his letters and petitions, often linking Jewishness
with Communism. Like Pius XII, on the issues of brutal deportation resulting in
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death camps, von Galen remained silent.21 Of the Roman Jews transported while
Pius XII ignored their plight, ‘the estimated 1,060 deportees had been gassed
at Auschwitz and Birkenau; 149 men and 47 women were detained for slave
labor’, and only 15 survived the war, including Settimia Spizzichino, a victim of
Dr Mengele’s experiments, who was found alive among a pile of corpses during
the liberation of Bergen-Belsen.22
In Amen., Gerstein and Fontana surreptitiously listen to Pope Pius XII’s
Christmas message on the radio and to their dismay find that the Pope offered
no condemnation of the Nazi Holocaust. In fact, any reference to the Final
Solution remained conspicuously absent from his message, which had to have
been not a sin of omission, but one of deliberate exclusion:
A specific reference to the Jews is striking by its absence. Yet a precedent existed for
condemning anti-Semitism in a similar context among documents made available
to Parcelli by the Holy Office almost six years before he delivered his Christmas
message. Those documents did not only affirm that ‘the law of justice and law’ applied
equally to the Jews. The commission also condemned, as un-Christian, the notion
of a ‘master race’.23

While The Deputy concentrates on the Pope’s negligent refusal to condemn Nazi
exterminations in the West, particularly the deportation of Roman Jews right
below the Pope’s window, recent work has revealed the Church’s significant
involvement with extermination in the East, in particular ‘la croisade contre les
“judéo-bolcheviques”’, the greatest fear of the Church being Soviet communism,
not National Socialism.24 The Pope’s silence, then, clearly indicated a political
decision not to enrage the Nazi government in order, according to Vatican amoral
reasoning, not to make Catholics the next target for elimination.
Visually, Costa-Gavras draws comparisons between the Church and the Nazi
regime in a series of long shots throughout Amen. After the opening sequence
of the extermination of the mentally handicapped, the camera in a long shot
follows Cardinal Bishop von Galen (Bernd Fischerauer), wearing red robes
underneath an embroidered cope, donning a mitre, and carrying a crozier, as he
leads priests and civilians from the cathedral grounds through the streets to the
municipal hall. In a long shot, the procession moves through a huge Roman
arched, domed central space, not unlike St Peter’s basilica in Rome, and then up
a flight of stairs to the central magistrates’ council room.
This visual motif of a train as the image of power Costa-Gavras will return
to in Amen. Moving trains punctuate Amen. as long shots depict a procession of
cattle-cars, doors open, and then another long shot of a procession of cattle-cars,
doors closed, as the director explained: ‘The trains are the heart of ancient tragedy.
By using the repeated images of the trains I wanted to emphasize the idea that
this machine was continually working.’ಟ25
Here, Cardinal Bishop von Galen represents the Church’s power to condemn
the ‘murder of unproductive citizens’, which must desist or ‘the Church will have
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Figure 1.2 Long shot of human procession behind Cardinal Bishop von Galen (Bernd
Fischerauer)

Figure 1.3

Long shot of train with empty cattle cars

no choice but to inform the faithful’. As already explained, von Galen does not
mean Jews at all, only German citizens. The dark irony of this scene remains
the Church’s inability to express outrage at the persecution, then execution, of
Jews throughout Europe. When Father Fontana first sees Pope Pius XII in his
full white attire, the Pope leads a procession of priests through the Vatican. This
time, however, the train imagery represent impotence not power, resignation not
resistance, to the genocidal machine rolling through Europe. Costa-Gavras achieves
a new type of cinematic historiography with his cinematic use of close-ups to
represent personal experience, and long shots to stand for unstoppable institutional
power.
In Tropics of Discourse, Hayden White described historical narratives as ‘verbal
fictions, the concerns of which are as much invented as found and the forms of
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which have more in common with their counterparts in literature than they have
with those in the sciences’.26 White went on to describe the process of narrative
style and its meaning as movement: ‘the destructuration of a set of events (real
or imagined) originally encoded in one tropological mode and the progressive
restructuration of the set in another tropological mode’.27 This codification and
recodification only explains a small part of Costa-Gavras’s historiological shift
from events to cinematic adaptation. Unlike White’s four master tropes – metaphor,
metonymy, synecdoche, and irony – grounded firmly in prose and making history
essentially an abstract construct, Costa-Gavras relies on visual and aural techniques
for his reinterpretation of real historically lived politics, of placing content within
a context. Dominick LaCapra views this interrelation between text and context
as ‘intertextual’ and not a ‘reductionist oversimplifications that convert the context
into a fully unified or dominant structure saturating the text with a certain
meaning’.28 Both text and context, however, rely on reception, which Costa-Gavras
maintains as the province of the audience.
Also crucial to Costa-Gavras is the narrative of individuals, not just grand
abstract rhetorical narratives, within a socio-political crisis. Costa-Gavras’s historiographic approach, begun in the 1960s, shares similarities with the more codified
late 1970s methodology of microhistory; that is, looking at an event within a
greater context from the perspective of individuals caught up in that event or its
aftermath. Microhistory often reads like a ‘detective story’, with the reader participating in the construction of the investigation, which is similar to the manner
in which Costa-Gavras draws his audience into piecing together the story.29
Costa-Gavras focuses on secondary, sometimes incidental, characters as witnesses
to a larger macrohistorical narrative, among them: the Examining Magistrate
(Jean-Louis Trintignant) in Z, loyal Communist Artur Ludvik (Yves Montand)
in L’Aveu, counter-insurgency expert Philip Michael Santore (Yves Montand) in
État de siège, bereaved father Edmund Horman (Jack Lemmon) in Missing, Israeli
defense attorney Hanna Kaufman (Jill Clayburgh) in Hanna K., white supremacist
Gary Simmons (Tom Berenger) in Betrayed, defense attorney Ann Talbot (Jessica
Lange) in Music Box, former security guard Sam Bailey (John Travolta) in Mad
City, SS officer Kurt Gerstein (Ulrich Tukur) and Catholic priest Riccardo Fontana
(Mathieu Kassovitz) in Amen., and illegal immigrant Elias (Riccardo Scamarcio)
in Eden à l’Ouest.
This same confinement of narrative to a limited perspective, a micro-view,
affects Costa-Gavras’s not overtly political films, but his family melodramas: the
lovers (Yves Montand and Romy Schnieder) face both love between them against
deaths of their respective spouses in Clair de femme; the family of burglars within
a larger class-conscious system in Conseil de famille; and, a bourgeois couple absurdly
reacting to a supposed suicide attempt by the ex-husband (Jiri Menzel) at his
ex-wife’s party, all while the Pope is honoring the world’s poor, in La petite apocalypse.
In his films, Costa-Gavras examines an incident or a moment, sometimes provocative,
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sometimes trivial, through which he captures the passionate, very human experience
of individuals in order to critique larger socio-cultural issues.
Jacques Revel, a prominent microhistorian, explains this method of historical
analysis in terms of visual, cinematic metaphor:
The microhistorical approach is profoundly different as to purpose and method. It
is based on the principle that the choice of a particular scale of observation produces
certain effects of understanding useful in junction with strategies of understanding.
Changing the focal length lens not only magnifies (or reduces) the size of the object
under observation but also modifies its shape and composition.30

This narrative process offers new ways of comprehending history, as Christopher
Browning articulates about his own method for depicting the murderous actions
of Reserve Police Battalion 101 in Poland during the Holocaust: ‘Explaining is
not excusing; understanding is not forgiving.’ಟ31 This sentiment certainly pervades
Costa-Gavras’s work.
In this manner, Costa-Gavras has radicalized filmmaking in terms of form
and content without resorting to tropes of radicalism:
There is no doubt a tension between content and form. One has to make choices.
I always thought it was best to use the forms most understandable to the largest
audience. Perhaps it’s the only thing I can do, but I am firmly convinced that political movies should reach a mass audience. Otherwise we speak only to the already
convinced or informed. I know there are other approaches.You can be more specific,
more exploratory, more experimental, but I like the cinema as a show, as entertainment. I like to compare cinema to the ancient dramas which were truly popular
theater.32

Costa-Gavras quotes the microhistorian Carlo Ginzburg to reveal the relationship
between film history and the audience:
But films are not history books or universities. The Italian historian, Carlo Ginzburg,
explains it well when he says that movies can bring the audience into the historian’s
chamber, where they can then try to learn more if they wish. He says that the distance
between history and the moviegoer is too huge, but a movie can broach a historical
subject by not attempting to provide all the elements.33

Carlo Ginzburg saw how a common audience member or reader can discern
what occurred from fragments that create a new code. This in turn refers to a
greater stratum of the culture, as Roger Chartier explains Ginzburg’s microhistorical
method: ‘Indeed, as Carlo Ginzburg shows us, when the documents authorize it,
it is entirely possible to explore, as through a magnifying glass, the way a man of
the people can think and use the sparse intellectual elements that reach him from
literate culture by means of his books and the reading he gives them.’ಟ34
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Siegfried Kracauer viewed distinctions between micro- and macrohistory as
based upon what he called the ‘law of levels’, that paradoxical relationship, particularly
employed by D.W. Griffith, between ‘close-ups and long shots (shots of ensembles)
in cinematic narrative’.35 For Kracauer, Griffith’s intermixing of close-ups and
long shots is analogous to the historian’s levels dilemma:
On the one hand he (Griffith) certainly aims at establishing dramatic continuity …
on the other, he invariably inserts images which do not just serve to further the
action or convey relevant moods but retain a degree of independence of the intrigue
and thus succeed in summoning physical existence. This is precisely the significance
of his first close-up. And so do his extreme long shots, his seething crowds, his street
episodes and his many fragmentary scenes invite us to absorb them intensely. In
watching these pictures or pictorial configurations, we may indeed forget the drama
they punctuate in their own diffuse meanings.36

While Kracauer did not consider it possible to truly combine micro- and macrohistory, historical construction in Costa-Gavras’s films allows for such an unfolding
of these ‘levels’ to occur. In his attempt to define microhistory, Ginzburg found
that the methodology could best be ascertained by Kracauer through the example
of shot selection in film:
This suggests that the reconciliation between macro- and microhistory is not at all
taken for granted (as Toynbee wrongly believed). It needs to be pursued. According
to Kracauer, Marc Bloch offered the best solution in his Feudal Society: a constant
back and forth between micro- and macrohistory, between close-ups and extreme
long-shots, so as to continually thrust back into discussion the comprehensive vision
of the historical process through apparent exceptions and cases of brief duration. This
methodological prescription led to an affirmation of a decisively ontological nature:
reality is fundamentally discontinuous and heterogeneous.37

Costa-Gavras would not disagree with the heterogeneous nature of history, but
that hardly precludes the director from trying to reveal the essential interaction
between micro- and macrolevels. The shift between close-up and long shot corresponds to Costa-Gavras’s historical method in Amen., by which the effects upon
the lives of the two protagonists stand alone both in their personal experiences
and in relationship to the larger social and ethical contexts of the Final Solution.
This micro–macro shift pervades much of Costa-Gavras’s treatment of twentieth
and twenty-first-century history, as though, already recognized by Kracauer and
Ginzburg, the cinematic is fundamentally the historic and not just in the sense of a
biopic or heritage film. Moreover, for Costa-Gavras, the interrelationship between
scales allows for cinema to capture history through new narrative expressions.
Microhistory, as Francesca Trivellato explains, offers a narrative style that remains
accessible for a larger audience as it recovers ‘the subjectivity, and even the interiority,
of individual protagonists … whom microhistorians have sought to rescue from
oblivion’.38 By defining the political in cinema, Costa-Gavras constructs a similar
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understanding of accessibility and especially the necessity of not allowing those
who witnessed history to be forgotten:
Political films above all want to show – but there must be some meaning in what
they show. You can take all sorts of artistic license, but there must be facts – and
witnesses. That is to say, testimony from one who is a witness to what is going on.
Memory is crucial (to people and cultures): film must never be allowed to forget.39

In this way, the political becomes the microhistorical; the microhistorical informs
the political experience of the film, what Costa-Gavras insists can only be defined
by what is accessible to the audience in the film’s narrative. Of course, such a
historiographical process relies upon culminating personal events to resonate the
great macrohistory of Nazi domination.
To give an example, which Costa-Gavras includes in Amen.: as a prisoner of
war in the spring of 1945, SS-Unterstrumführer Kurt Gerstein composed a
detailed report for the Allies about his first-hand observation of Operation Reinhard,
Himmler’s code name, at Belzec. He witnessed the arrival of a train of ‘forty-five
freight cars with 6,700 people, 1,450 of them already dead’, the stripping of
clothes, spectacles, and other materials, and women shorn ‘with two or three
hacks cut off all their hair’, before being sent naked into the gas chambers.40 The
obvious brutality of the SS, especially after lying to the Jews about promised work
details for men and kitchen supervision for women, occurred at the entrance to
the gas chamber, as Gerstein witnessed:
A Jewess of about 40 years old with flaming eyes cried ‘Let the blood spilt here fall
on the heads of the murderers’. She received five or six lashes in the face with a
riding whip from Captain Wirth himself, then she, too, disappeared into the chamber.41

To hide the physical extermination of people from the general public and the
world, Nazi officials, particularly the Security Police, Security Service, and the
Gestapo employed code phrases, such as Sonderbehandlung (‘special treatment’) for
the initial state murders, then by 1941, Umsiedlung (‘resettlement’) and Aussiedlung
(‘deportation’) for the first stages of camp gassings, before Operation Reinhard,
Himmler’s code name, to cover the mass murder of Jews.42
Kurt Gerstein, the ethical hero of The Deputy and Amen., remains a complicated
historical figure in terms of his decisions and actions leading up to and during
the Final Solution, as Florent Brayard concludes in her study of Gerstein:
In the three episodes that we have explored – the application to Waffen-SS in 1940,
the mission to Belzec in 1942, and the Zyklon B deliveries to Auschwitz over the
next two years – the final form of Gerstein’s actions was the result of a number of
opportunities: accepting an order or a voluntary act; dealing with the situation that
came about, through specific devices, sometimes offsetting possible negative effects;
and implementing the action itself, where this tension is released, through an inextricable
blend of chance and skill that chance might have chosen to thwart … Each time he
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had injected a lesser evil into the evil, should it nevertheless come about: a spy in
the service of good if he joined the Waffen-SS; more humane killings if these resulted
from the Zyklon B transported by him. But this desire to master fate had its reverse
side: for who would be the ‘spy of God’ if not himself? And the Jewish victims, one
after the other, would continue to suffer unspeakable pain when they died in the gas
chambers unless the irritant-free Zyklon B which he had ordered specially to avoid
this were used.43

What Brayard points out has a visual component in the trains moving back and
forth in the film, resembling the tensions of Gerstein’s shifting personal ethical
conundrum and the unstoppable movement of history, Costa-Gavras’s ‘machine’
of the state. In Gerstein’s microhistory can be found the ethical and moral tensions
of the world when confronted with an insurmountable evil like the Holocaust.
At the end of Amen., prison guards find Gerstein hanged in his cell, an apparent
suicide. His death, then, parallels Father Fontana’s sacrificial death at Auschwitz.
Hochhuth, however, could never believe that Gerstein took his own life: he may
have been ‘one more of the still uncounted Germans and Frenchmen who were
arbitrarily killed in France after the liberation’; or, ‘he was hanged by hardcore
SS men when they realized how committed he was to the “obligation of giving
an accounting” to the Allies’.44 As in his other films, Costa-Gavras’s Amen. takes
up that ethical commitment to ‘accounting’, to presenting the personal witnessing
of reprehensible actions.
With Amen. Costa-Gavras provides a microhistoriography of two complex
men facing unspeakable depravity and suffering from the subsequent guilt that
comes with failure, no matter how noble the efforts.
The descriptors used in this chapter are the editor’s own.
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